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In my collection of children’s books there are some well thumbed Beatrix Potter 
books. One story is about an impertinent squirrel who goes by the name of 
Nutkin. He is always getting into scrapes with Old Brown owl. I recall he is 
particularly fond of acorns, stashing them for winter food.  

Like the real squirrels in the UK  who either hibernate if they are ground squirrels 
or snuggle up with their pals if they are tree squirrels (and sleep a lot), the 
acorns see them through the cold weather. 



The nut: make 2 

With Light Brown cast on 12 stitches. 
Rows 1-10: stocking stitch (knit one row, purl one row). 
Row 11: K2tog to end. 6 stitches. 
Row 12: P2tog to end. 3 stitches. 
Cut wool leaving a long tail and thread through stitches on needle from start of 
needle. 
Pull up tight and fasten off. With remaining tail seam side with mattress stitch. 
Leave tail. 
Stuff. 

The cap: make 2 

With Dark Brown cast on 14 stitches. 
Rows 1- 8: Moss Stitch (Knit 1 stitch, Purl one stitch on odd rows and Purl 1 
stitch, Knit 1 stitch on even rows). 
Cut wool and leave quite a long tail.  
Thread tail through the stitches on the needle from the start of the row and pull 
up to gather the cup. Fasten off. 
Stitch the seam on the short side of the cup using mattress stitch. 
With the remaining tail make a little stalk on the gathered end of the cap either by 
making a few loops and buttonholing over the top or darning and adding to the 
layers until you have a stalk. 

Sit the nut in the cap and slip stitch together. You can thread any remaining tails 
through the bottom of the cap and leave for fastening to the wreath in due 
course. 



 

Talk tomorrow 🐿  
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